Positive transcriptional regulation of the human gamma-globin gene. Gamma PE is a novel nuclear factor with multiple binding sites near the gene.
A novel nuclear factor involved in human gamma-globin gene regulation has been identified. Co-migrating and cross-competing complexes were formed with five individual fragments from the 5'- and 3'-flanking regions of the gene in DNA-protein binding assays. This indicates that a nuclear factor, termed gamma PE, has multiple binding sites near the gamma-globin gene. This characteristic is shared by other important factors in globin gene regulation, such as GATA-1. The five gamma PE binding sites can be placed in two categories based on DNA-protein binding affinity and DNA sequence composition. The consensus sequence for the two higher affinity binding sites is ATTANNNGGAANNCT(N)TNNNTAATGG and for the three lower affinity sites is AAAAN(A/T)A(A/T)TT. Both the ATTA and the TAAT motifs of a high affinity binding site are required for efficient DNA-protein binding. The tissue distribution of gamma PE binding activity is broad, including both erythroid and non-erythroid cell types. Transcription of either a gamma-globin or heterologous promoter is increased in the presence of nearby gamma PE binding sites. Therefore, gamma PE may be involved in activating the gamma-globin gene in fetal erythroid cells. UV cross-linking analysis indicates that the major protein interacting with a high affinity gamma PE binding site has a molecular mass of 108 kDa.